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A monthly bulletin specialized in the sermon of 
Lady Al-Zahra, peace be upon her, 
(Al-Fadakiah), issued by the Fatimid Knowledge 
Haven in the Hilal Fatimiah Program in Australia.

Narration start:

Why is the ingratitude in the sermon of 
Alzahra Al-Batoul?
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praise to Allah for bounties (upon us) and thanks be to him for all that he inspired, and commended for 
him for what he has presented, for all the common bounties that He bestowed (upon us) from His own 
self without even (our) asking for it, and for many blessings that he given, and continuous complete 
presents, such plenteous and unlimited bounties whose numbers cannot be counted, and thanks 
cannot be offered for the duration and commencement (of the bounties), whose realization is varied 
(among minds) in its perpetuity(continuity), He invited (His servants) to offer praise, thus resulting in 
an increase as it continuous, Allah desired that His creatures praise Him for his abundant blessings. 
Again, he invited his servants to ask by prayers(perform good deeds) to get blessings(bounties) again. 
And then,
In the atmosphere of the holy month, the month of divine hospitality, the month of Ramadan. The 
sermon of our mistress, Alzahra, peace be upon her, comes to explain the reasons, philosophy, and 
purposes of the provisions of Allah’s law including the law of fasting which she, peace be upon her, 
addressed with a comprehensive, preventive statement. With that, this publication will focus on these 
two aspects: (the first): the approach of Al-Zahra, peace be upon her, in explaining the reasons for the 
legislations, and (the other): what our Lady Al-Zahra, peace be upon her, clarified regarding the 
philosophy of legislating fasting.
We ask Allah, the Almighty to grant us success and guidance
for the fasting and Fatimid breakfast and to benefit from the
sermon of Lady Al-Zahra, peace be upon her, and her other
sermons.
Editorial Board (committee).

It is copied from published  article in Alkafeel forum:
And the pillar of denial of the Fadakiah sermon is not due to 
the weakness of its chain of transmission - as they claim - 
rather it is its content and great connotations that broke the 
backs of the pillars of the shed(Alsaqeefa). And their followers 
from the dissenters and Alnawasib. Because believing in its 
content requires the correctness of the objection of our great, 
honest  Al- Zahra Al-Batoul (may Allah’s peace be upon her), 
against Abu Bakr and Umar, who usurped her right and 
assaulted her.
Note: Alnawasib are people who hate the prophet 
family(blessings and peace of Allah Almighty upon them) and 
their followers.

The message of the sermon:



From the sermon knowledge:

Fasting philosophy from the sermon 
of Alzahra peace be upon her
Written by: Ali Al-Ammara
Lady Alzahra (peace be upon her) said in her sermon: (Fasting is a confirmation of sincerity). The 
reason of imposing fasting is a confirmation of the sincerity of the servants or as the Commander of the 
Faithful (peace be upon him) said in his speech: (Fasting is a test of the sincerity of created people). 
That is, it is a test and an examination for their devotion to their Creator(Allah almighty) and their 
obedience to Him.
You may ask: In what sense is fasting a criterion for sincerity? This is what the well-known hadith 
between the two groups(sects) answers us. On the authority of Abu Hurairah, the Messenger of Allah 
(peace and blessings of Allah be upon him and his family) said: Allah Almighty said: “Every deed of the 
son of Adam is for him except fasting, for it is for me and I will reward for it and fasting is a paradise...” 
Yes, fasting has two aspects, external: it is abstaining from eating and drinking and other things that 
break the fast and it is something that others know about the fasting person. And the other aspect: it is 
(internal) between the servant and his Lord that nobody else knows and thus fasting was a test and 
confirmation of sincerity.
We find this meaning in the hadith of Imam Al-Sadiq (peace be upon him), when he says: The Prophet, 
may Allah bless him and his family, said: (Fasting is a paradise). That is, a shield from the afflictions of 
this world and a veil from the torment of the Hereafter. So, if you fast, then by your fasting the soul 
ceases from desires, cuts off determination of the devil’s dangers and lowers yourself to the status of 
the sick. And do not crave food or drink and expect at every moment that you will be cured of the 
disease of sins and purify your interior from distress, negligence, and darkness that will cut you off from 
the meaning of sincerity for the sake of Allah. The Messenger of Allah (may Allah bless him and his 
family) said: (Allah the Most High said: Fasting is for Me, and I reward for it). Fasting kills the desire of 
the soul, the desire of human nature and in the fasting is the purity of the heart.
Purification of the limbs, uplifting the external and the internal, giving thanks for blessings and 
benevolence(kindness) to the poor, increasing supplication, reverence, crying, and a rope of recourse to 
Allah. And the reason for the loss of vigor, lightening the questions of the judgment day, doubling the 
good deeds, And it has countless benefits, and what we have mentioned suffices for those who have 
reason and agree to use it.
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Fatimid philosophy in sincerity of fasting

Al Zahra (peace be upon her) and the 
establishing of the purposes 
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A lecture of 47:21 minutes by Sheikh Saleh Al Shehab in which he 
addressed the legitimate purposes that Lady Alzahra, peace be upon 
her, explained in her sermon. The corruption issue and benefit in 
enacting of legislation which is expressed by the purposes or what is 
the intent of the legislator in permitting, prohibiting, obligation or not. 
The centrality of the leadership of the infallible in these purposes and 
then he presented examples of applications for this.

Written by: Sheik Ali Kareem.
The one who meditates on the words of Ahl Al-Bayt (pbuh), especially the words of Ali (pbuh) and the 
honest Fatimah Al-Zahra (pbuh) must clearly notice the centrality and pivotally of sincerity in the 
philosophy of making and imposing fasting. How beautiful is the expression of Al-Zahra (peace be upon 
him) in her sermon: “Fasting is a confirmation of sincerity.”. A person is exposed in this life to various 
kinds of trials and whispers which may divert him from devotion to Allah Almighty in his movements, 
stillness and worship. And he is always in need of confirmation and divine support to stay on the right 
path and not to fall into the clutches of hypocrisy, self-admire, seeking fame and reputation. Hence, we 
always find in the honorable supplications(prayers) a focus on seeking stability and uprightness. Ibn 
Sinan said: “Abu Abdullah, peace be upon him, said: You will be left with doubt, without flag to be seen 
and no Imam of guidance from which no one will be saved except the one who supplicates with the 
supplication of the drowned. I said: How is the supplication of the drowned? He said: you say: O Allah, 
O Rahman, O Merciful. O turner of hearts, make my heart firm upon your religion. So, I said: O turner of 
hearts and eyes, make my heart firm upon your religion. He said: Allah Almighty turns hearts and eyes, 
but say as I say: O turner of hearts, make my heart firm on your religion) [Behar al-Anwar: Part 52, pg. 
149].
Likewise, in the Noble Qur’an there are many verses asking for 
stability and guidance: "Our Lord, let not our hearts deviate after
You have guided us and grant us from Yourself mercy. Indeed, 
You are the granter’’. [Surat Al Imran, Verse 8]. 
Just as Allah has impose prayer to free you from arrogance. Arrogance is one of the most important 
barriers to sincerity and so is fasting which completes the function of prayer in expelling obstacles and 
establishes this sincerity and certainty in the heart of the believing servant.
So, if prayer is the most prominent form of worship and it is at the forefront of the approach in which the 
servant deals with his Lord Almighty in his daily life. Fasting is also no less important than prayer nor is 
inferior to giving the highest meaning and the best results for life. If prayer is the spirit of worship, then 
fasting is its heart and the soul and heart are two vital elements that go hand in hand in giving. Mutually 
supportive in the roles and importance they play in the being of humanity. Hence, the most prominent 
evaluation that Islam gives to fasting is through its association with prayer in the Almighty’s saying: (And 
seek help with patience and prayer) [Al-Baqarah: 45].

Al-Fadakiah sermon knowledge:

Efforts for the sermon:
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As stated in the Fadakiah sermon: “Fasting is a confirmation of 
sincerity.” Fasting has a distinct advantage that is not available 
in other acts of worship which is that fasting is an act of hold and 
an act of worship based on abandonment. It leaves no room for 
hypocrisy and reputation. A fasting person cannot show himself 
by fasting unless he deliberately does that and hastens to show 
it by saying: I am fasting. This is another issue. Fasting is the 
same as abandoning a number of things that break the fast. 
Whether the person is fasting or if he is holding it for another 
purpose. The other acts of worship are different in this aspect. 
When a person prays, it becomes clear from the appearance of 
his work that he is busy with prayer. When he pays the 
khums(one-fifth) or gives zakat. The person receiving the 
money will at least know that so-and-so gave money. As the 
situation for fasting is different and in this respect it is closer to 
sincerity than others. From this point of view, the one who 
performs this worship over an entire month. His deed will be an 
exercise in sincerity. Because a person’s repetition of a specific 
action every day for a month make the action under control 
easily . That is why fasting proves sincerity in the soul of the son 
of Adam(the people). This benefit results from fasting more than 
it results from other acts of worship.

Legislations in the sermon of Our Lady Al-Zahra, peace be upon 
her, vary between detailed and brief explanations and between 
comprehensive and specific explanations. This book, which was 
published by (Shams Al-Hayat(Life sun) Charitable Foundation) 
is concerned with one aspect which is what our Lady Al-Zahra, 
peace be upon her, addressed in her sermon on the philosophy 
of legislations.

Fasting is the honesty school 

Legislation philosophy:

Sermon Strategies:

Sermon Library = Come to Read
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